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Usain Bolt

SYDNEY: Usain Bolt’s showdown with Justin Gatlin
was always going to be the most highly anticipated
clash of the world athletics championships in
Beijing, but with track and field rocked by recent
doping allegations it now looks like being a battle
for the very soul of the sport.

The International Association of Athletics
Federations (IAAF) hit back robustly at charges it
failed to act on hundreds of suspicious tests after
data from thousands of blood samples were leaked
to media organisations. Calling the allegations “sen-
sationalist and confusing”, the IAAF defended its
drugs testing procedures and said it was cooperat-
ing with the independent World Anti-Doping
Agency (WADA) in an investigation.

What cannot be disputed, however, is that Gatlin
is a proven drugs cheat with two positive tests for
banned substances that would have resulted in a
life ban had he not cooperated with the authorities.
Bolt, on the other hand, is the most bankable track
and field athlete of the modern era.

His clean doping record is as much a part of his
huge popularity as his undoubted charisma and
dominance of men’s sprinting for much of the last
seven years. The prospect, therefore, of Gatlin
emerging as champion of the blue riband sprint on
the evening of Aug. 23 in Beijing could deal another
hammer blow to the credibility of the sport.

“You are talking about the most significant, the
best loved, best known, most iconic track and field
athlete out there, Usain Bolt,” Bob Dorfman, a sports
marketing expert at Baker Street Advertising in San
Francisco, told Reuters.

“So if he got beat by somebody who has had
drug issues in the past it wouldn’t help the sport.”
Unfortunately for the IAAF, that is a scenario which
looks to have every chance of panning out.

While world record holder Bolt has struggled to
hit his straps this season, the 33-year-old Gatlin is in
the form of his life and unbeaten over 100 and
200m since 2013.

“The average person, when they look at his age
and see the fact he has been suspended in the past,
I think a lot of people are just going to look at it and
say, ‘well he found a way around the testing,’” said
George Belch, a sports marketing professor at San
Diego State University.

“Given his age, people are going to have a diffi-
cult time accepting the fact that he could be run-
ning faster than ever.” Even if Gatlin fails to beat
Bolt, his compatriot Tyson Gay or Jamaican Asafa
Powell might. Both have served doping bans in the
last two years.

SPORTING STRATOSPHERE
Bolt has always prided himself on being a “big

meeting” runner, however, and could yet rediscover
the form that sent him rocketing into the sporting

stratosphere on two sultry evenings at the same
Bird’s Nest stadium in 2008.

Since he won both the 100 and 200m in world
record times at the Beijing Olympics, only a false
start in the 100 at the 2011 world championships in
Daegu prevented Bolt from sweeping the sprint
titles at all four major global meetings.

The 28-year-old Jamaican is by far the best-
known of the 2,000 athletes expected to compete
over the nine days of the championships from Aug.
22-30.

That number is unlikely to drop much despite
the IAAF initiating disciplinary action against 28

athletes on Tuesday after re-testing samples from
the 2005 and 2007 world championships with new
technology. Most of those responsible for the 32
adverse results have retired or are already serving
bans, the IAAF said. The cloud of doping is sure to
hang as heavily as the Beijing smog over the last
days of Lamine Diack’s 16-year reign as IAAF presi-
dent, which will come to an end next Wednesday.

Sebastian Coe and Sergey Bubka, two great ath-
letes and Olympians, will contest the election to
succeed the Senegalese and take on the task of

reviving their sport.
To say that whoever wins will face a challenge

tougher than anything they encountered in their
much-decorated careers would be something of an
understatement. “Obviously track and field is not a
top-of-line sport except during Olympic years,”
Dorfman added. “So any sort of scandal is going to
hurt the event and is going to hurt it more just
because legitimacy is such an issue. “It’s similar to
the Tour de France. You talk about cycling and what
scandal has done to that sport and how it is just not
taken a seriously as it used to be. I would put it in
that same category.”— Reuters

Doping scandal gives Bolt-Gatlin 
showdown new significance

KOHLER:  After missing the cut in back-to-
back majors and slumping to 278th in the
world rankings, golf superstar Tiger Woods
heads into the 97th PGA Championship talk-
ing of relatively modest goals. The 14-time
major champion, who has spent his career
looking for a win every time he tees it up,
spoke Tuesday about finding the consistency
he needs just to put himself into contention. “I
don’t know my exact ranking right now,”
Woods said as he prepared for the final major
of 2015, which tees off at Whistling Straits on
Thursday. “I know I’m in the 200s somewhere.
But as far as paying attention to it, no.

“I’m just trying to get better. I’m just trying
to get up there where I can win tournaments,
get my game organized so I can be consistent
on a tournament basis where I’m going to
give myself a chance to win each and every
event I play in.

“That’s what I have done over most of my
career. And I’d like to get to that point again
where I could do that.” Woods has lifted the
PGA Championship trophy four times and
recalled his first victory, at Medinah in 1999, as
pivotal. It was his second major title-after his
1997 Masters triumph-after which he had
embarked on the first reconstruction of his
swing. “I just remember when I won that PGA
in ‘99 the sense of relief because of how hard I
had worked to get to that point all over again,”
Woods said. That victory, however, was just
one of his eight on the US tour that year a
drastic contrast to his fortunes in 2015.
Woods, 39, has missed the cut in three of his
nine starts this year, including at the US and
British Opens. He shot an 82 in Phoenix and
an 85 at the Memorial, his worst pro rounds,
and admits he never thought it would take so
long to put things together after his 2014
back surgery was followed by swing changes
he has yet to fully dial in.

Without a solid showing at Whistling
Straits to boost his chances of making the US
PGA Tour’s FedEx Cup playoffs, Woods could
find himself finishing a disappointing season
on a low note. “I don’t look at it that way,”
Woods said. “I’m just looking at getting my
game better for years to come. “If I play well,
I’ll play in tournaments. If I don’t, then I have
more time to practice and get ready for the
following events, for the next season and
what I do on a global level.”

Woods has noted that a harsher spotlight
shines on his struggles, with peers and pun-
dits weighing in on how he might best turn
things around. Woods says he tunes out the
unsolicited advice.

“They can only describe from their own
experiences. And not everyone has gone
through what I’ve had to go through.” Woods
said. “I have some people that are very close to
me that have really helped me over the years
and that I trust. And I think that’s probably the
biggest thing is the trust factor.” — AFP

Woods searching
for consistency

Justin Gatlin

KOHLER: The shock that Martin Kaymer felt as
he hoisted his first major trophy at the PGA
Championship at Whistling Straits five years ago
heralded a tough adjustment to a new status as
a sports star. Kaymer, then 25, outlasted Bubba
Watson in a three-hole aggregate playoff to
become the first German after Bernhard Langer
to win one of golf’s four major titles.

“I don’t even know if you’re happy at that
moment, because you’re so in shock,” Kaymer
recalled on Wednesday, as he prepared to tee it
up again in the 97th PGA Championship at
Whistling Straits.

“I was really in shock. You could see my cele-
bration was pretty much nothing, because I did-
n’t really realize what was happening.”

Kaymer would go on to win the KLM Open
and Dunhill Links Championship and to help
Europe win the Ryder Cup in 2010, and in 2011
he ascended to number one in the world.

But by 2012, Kaymer-disenchanted with the
media attention that accompanied his rise-was

struggling on the course. “When you win a major
then you become number one in the world, you
get a lot more attention and you need to adjust
as a person,” Kaymer said.

Looking back, he feels he relied too much on
the advice of others, rather than pursuing
opportunities that appealed to him. Now, he
says, “I would have done a few more things the
way I wanted it”.

That would include skipping the chat shows
where “you talk about stuff that you talk about
for the last 10 years already ... it’s a waste for
everyone.” Although Kaymer delivered a Ryder
Cup-clinching putt for Europe in 2012, he failed
to post a win in 2013.

He rebounded in 2014, when his Players
Championship win presaged a dominant US
Open triumph at Pinehurst. However, Kaymer
returns to the course where he first established
himself among golf’s elite seeking a first win of
2015.

Kaymer looked poised to win the Abu Dhabi

HSBC Golf Championship in January for a third
time when he took a six-shot lead into the final
round, but collapsed on Sunday to finish third.

His only top 10 PGA Tour finish this season
was his tie for sixth in the WGC HSBC Champions
in Shanghai back in November.

“ The beginning of the season was fine,”
Kaymer said, but he derailed himself with too
fixed a focus on the Masters. “The preparation
was all about the Masters, and I did so much,
probably way too much practice,” Kaymer said.

“Too much in the gym, too much focus on
only one tournament and then didn’t perform
the way I wanted because I was going into the
Masters a little bit tired already.”

Kaymer admitted it took him several weeks to
get over the disappointment of his missed cut at
Augusta National, but he feels his game has
come around.

“The last few weeks I played really good golf,”
Kaymer said. “The score didn’t really reflect it,
but sooner or later it will.” — AFP

Kaymer older, wiser upon 
return to Whistling Straits

WHISTLING STRAITS: Jordan Spieth hits a drive on the third hole during a practice round for the PGA Championship golf tournament
yesterday. —AP

WHISTLING STRAITS: Tiger Woods
watches a shot during a practice round
for the PGA Championship golf tourna-
ment. — AP

LONDON: A barely noticed incident in a
long-forgotten warm-up match perhaps was
key to England winning the World Cup in
2003, says the man who lifted the Webb Ellis
trophy on that Sydney night 12 years ago.

As England prepare to face France on
Saturday in the first of three warm-ups for
the 2015 tournament, Martin Johnson
believes those matches can have an impact
far beyond the obvious settling of selection
issues. In August 2003 England, with only a
handful of regulars in the side, lost 17-16 to
France in Marseille in what turned out to be
their only defeat in 25 matches.

And while famous away victories over
New Zealand and Australia two months
earlier are more commonly cited as key
stepping stones to their World Cup victory,
Johnson revealed that the Marseille defeat
made a particularly useful contribution.

“The interesting thing with that game
was that we had an opportunity to drop a
goal to win it but the guys were drifting out
to the left, wide out and in the end we
weren’t able to take a shot, Johnson told
Reuters in an interview on Wednesday.

“I was watching in the crowd thinking
‘where are we going, don’t go there?’ “If
you’re making a pass directly backwards
the defence has all that way to run. If you
have to pass infield it cuts down the room
you have.” Two months later, in the last
minute of extra-time in the World Cup final
with the scores level, England set about
manoeuvring themselves into place for a
drop goal. After Matt Dawson’s sniping run,
it was Johnson who picked up the ball and
drove on for more key metres-towards the
posts of course. “Was what happened in
Marseille on our minds?,” Johnson pon-
dered.

DROP GOAL
“I can’t remember thinking about it at

that moment but we had certainly dis-
cussed it.” Dawson duly fed Jonny
Wilkinson to slot the goal which was this
week voted: “The most priceless moment in
World Cup history,” in a survey by tourna-

ment sponsor Mastercard.
Having captained the British and Irish

Lions when a Jeremy Guscott drop goal
clinched the series in South Africa in 1997;
and played in the 1995 World Cup quarter-
final when Rob Andrew’s beat Australia,
Johnson is, unsurprisingly, unapologetic
about “resorting” to that route, despite
often widespread derision from some in
the southern hemisphere.

“Drop goals have always been there.
When they invented the game if you didn’t
kick goals you didn’t get any points, that’s
why it’s called rugby football,” Johnson said.

“Look at New Zealand in the 2007 semi
against France-just pop it over and go
through-but they didn’t. “Two World Cup
finals and a 1999 semi-final were won by
drop goals in extra time so you have to
have it in your armory- and the referee was
never going to give us a penalty in that
2003 final.” England and Australia will meet
again in the 2015 tournament, this time in
the pool phase where they also face Wales
and an in-form Fiji.

Even getting out of that pool will be a
challenge, but winning it looks key as the
runners-up will most likely have to get past
South Africa and New Zealand to reach the
final. Johnson, whose spell as England
coach ended with their meek quarter-final
loss to France in the 2011 World Cup, is
confident that England will not suffer the
ignominy of going out before the knockout
stage for the first time.

“It starts first kick for England (in the
Sept. 18 tournament opener against Fiji)
and doesn’t really drop off,” he said. “It’s not
as settled a team as Stuart Lancaster would
have probably liked, but that’s how it’s
been for England coaches for the last 12
years. There are still a few positions to be
nailed down but he has got a pretty wide
base of experience in there. “I  think
England, at home, will find a way but a
good team is going to go out of that group,
that’s for sure. “Having said that, if you can’t
get out of that group you were never going
to win it anyway.” — Reuters

Marseille moment helped us 
win World Cup, says Johnson

LONDON: Top of the table and with a treble
in their sights, Leeds appear to be an
unstoppable juggernaut but Mitch Garbutt
has a warning for the rest of Super League -
their best is yet to come.

Garbutt-who signed halfway through
this season from the Brisbane Broncos -=
was a stand-out performer in his first start
for the Rhinos last time out as they disman-
tled Warrington to kick off the Super Eights
in style. But with a Challenge Cup final at the
end of the month, a battle for the League
Leaders Shield in full swing and a clash with
second-placed Wigan this Friday, the prop
has not had much of a chance to draw
breath. And the 26-year-old insisted both he
and his team-mates are working hard to
ensure they peak at the right moment.

“We played really well against
Warrington in patches,” he said. “It was my
first start and I thought I went OK but there
is always room for improvement.

“I don’t think we are playing our best
though, there are still a few things that we
need to improve on. “The Super Eights is
massively exciting, there is a big game every
week so you cannot take anything for grant-
ed. “The treble would be a massive achieve-
ment, but to win all three we know we have
to just focus on week by week.”

This Friday sees in-form Wigan arrive at
Headingley for what will be the fourth meet-
ing between the two sides this season
already.

‘ARM-WRESTLE’ 
Wigan hold a 2-1 edge in the series and

have been boosted by the news that
Michael McIlorum this week signed a new
two-year extension with the club.

The Rhinos by contrast have been hit by
the broken arm suffered by Paul Aiton but
Garbutt is confident his side can cover for
their absent hooker. “Wigan are a really
strong side, we know we are going to be in
an arm wrestle,” he added. “Losing Paul is a
massive blow, he has been brilliant but Rob
Burrow is world-class and it is a great chance
for two youngsters in Jordan Lilley and
Robbie Ward.” Also in the Super Eights,
Castleford host Warrington and Tigers skip-
per Michael Shenton has demanded an
improvement if they are to crack the top
four for the second season in a row.

“It was pretty pleasing to get the win
against Hull, but there were mistakes in
there and we have to focus on improving
against Warrington as we can’t afford to con-
tinue doing that in these Super Eights
games,” he said. —AFP

Leeds still to hit top form


